
Where they live

Dust mites
vs 

Bed bugs
Size

Dust mites are 

 too small to see!

Bed bugs are small

too, but much bigger

and can be seen

Dust mites live secretly

(unseen) in carpets,

pillows, fluffy toys,

mattresses, rugs

Bed bugs live where

people sleep - they

hide in cracks of

mattresses

What they eat
Dust mites eat skin flakes

that fall off of us, making

dust - they do not bite

people!

Bed  bugs eat blood by

biting people when they

sleep - many people do not

notice!

Which one affects asthma ?

Dust mites 

are the unseen critters

that make asthma worse 

Sources: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; www.fantasticpestcontrol.co.uk

picture source: rambopest.com

picture source: ghp-news.com picture source: mattresssafe.com

Bed bugs are NOT

as known to make

asthma worse

picture source: hauteangevine.com, flbedbugexperts.com
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Dust mites 

Wash your blankets and

pillow covers every week

with HOT water

At hotels, you can look for bugs 

 or store bags on an elevated

surface to avoid bringing bugs

home!

If you go to a laundromat, keep your

clothes in a bag when at the

laundromat and fold clothes at home

Using a damp mop, mop

hard surfaces regularly

(even daily if you can!)

Prevention
of

Avoid dust collectors:

rugs, fluffy toys, drapes,

furnitures pillows

Look for bed bugs hiding in

used furniture you plan to

buy or bring in from the street

Sources: www.uofmhealth.org; 
www.epa.gov

Prevention
of

Bed bugs
Bed bugs get into homes by hiding in furniture, clothes, and

luggage that people carry into their house!

You can look for them to avoid taking them home.

Dust mites are attracted to dust since it is what they eat - when

they eat, their poop builds up and worsens asthma!

You can reduce exposure by cleaning and avoiding dust
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